INT. CHURCH - DAY

HAPPY, a 32 year old groom, stands at the alter, hands crossed, eyes beaming. He is dressed in a neatly pressed black tuxedo with a PURPLE ROSE in his lapel.

This is his wedding day. A full church sits in front of him anticipating the moment. Happy's MOTHER sits in the front row with family while straightening her shirt and hair.

Behind Happy stands his Groomsmen. They are his best friend JUDAS and his DAD. Judas stands proud. RUBY RED LIPSTICK smudges his collar.

Happy notices this and gives his friend an approving nod. Dad gives Judas a quizzical look and gestures to the congregation.

Suddenly the Front doors of the church OPEN and PARIS, 23, enters in a low cut, non-traditional, down right sexy wedding dress. Decorated with silver and gold, she even wears a PRINCESS TIARA. A veil covers her face and neck.

Every eye is on her as ORGAN MUSIC plays accompanied by an ACCAPELLA CHOIR. Happy's Dad gives her a questioning stare.

Paris takes her time moving down the aisle. Making sure each and every eye is keenly on her. Her father walks several steps behind, giving his daughter a grand entrance.

Making it to the alter, Happy's Dad stares intently at Paris, not wanting to miss any look of guilt she may show. Judas stands tall, a cocky smirk on his face.

As Happy lifts the veil all we see is happiness on Paris' face. She is staring nowhere but Happy's eyes.

Relaxed, Happy's Dad glances to Judas who is not looking at the joyous couple but past them to the front row of pews.

Happy's Mother sits staring at Judas smiling and applying fresh RUBY RED LIPSTICK to her lips.

Happy's Dad tenses his body and clenches his fists.

FADE OUT.